
IBM - i2 Analyst’s Notebook - Advanced Course

Overview
This three-day course is designed for current i2  Analyst’s Notebook (ANB) users that have a desire to advance their
skills in advanced search and discovery functions. The focus is on advanced analytic techniques, importing, and
understanding displayed data to pinpoint nodes of interest to answer questions.

This curriculum is designed to focus on the ANB program functionality regardless of data type analyzed.

Audience
This advanced course is specifically designed for Analysts working in Commercial and Government sectors.

Prerequisites
A basic understanding of and working knowledge of Windows and Microsoft Office Suites is useful. Attendees must also
have completed the IBM i2 Analyst's Notebook Essentials (U59I02G) course or have equivalent experience. See also
the highly recommended pre-class assessment.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
After completing this course, students will understand the following:
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URL: View Online

Conduct detailed imports utilizing complex Data

Conduct advance analysis utilizing Social Network Analysis (SNA), Filters and Histograms, Mapping, Conditional

Formatting, and the Activity View tools

The importance of Chart Properties in customizing the Analyst’s Notebook environment

Refresher on how to prepare products for presentation and dissemination
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Course Details

Course Outline

- Key concepts and terminology

- Understanding test plans and planned test execution

- Managing assigned work

- Implementing test cases, relating to other artefacts

- Implementing test scripts, relating to other artefacts

- Executing test cases and recording results

- Organising workflows using test suites

- Monitoring results

Download Whitepaper: Accelerate Your Modernization Efforts with a Cloud-Native
Strategy 

Get Your Free Copy Now
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